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Transport analysis codes have been developed in order to study 
confinement properties related to particle and energy balance in ohmically 
and neutral beam heated plasmas of JT-60. The analysis procedure is 
divided into three steps as follows: 
1) LOOK ; The shape of the plasma boundary is identified with a fast 

boundary identification code of FBI by using magnetic data, and 
flux surfaces are calculated with a MHD equilibrium code of SELENE. 
The diagnostic data are mapped to flux surfaces for neutral beam 
heating calculation and/or for radial transport analysis. 

2) OFMC ; On the basis of transformed data, an orbit following Monte Carlo 
code of OFMC calculates both profiles of power deposition and 
particle source of neutral beam injected into a plasma. 

3) SCOOP ; In the last stage, a one dimensional transport code of SCOOP 
solves particle and energy balance for electron and ion, in order 
to evaluate transport coefficients as well as global parameters 
such as energy confinement time and the stored energy. 

The analysis results are provided to a data bank of DARTS that is used to 
find an overview of important consideration on confinement with a regres
sion analysis code of RAC. 

Keywords : Tokamak, JT-60, Transport analysis, LOCK, OFMC, SCOOP, 
LIBRARY, DARTS, RAC 
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Transport ana1ysis codes have been deve10ped in order to study 

confinement properties re1ated to partic1e and energy ba1ance in ohmica11y 

and neutra1 beam heated p1asmas of JT-60. The ana1ysis procedure is 

divided into three steps as fo11ows: 

1) LOOK The shape of the p1asma boundary is identified with a fast 

boundary identification code of FBI by using magnetic data， and 
f1ux surfaces are ca1cu1ated with a MHD equi1ibrium code of SELENE. 

The diagnostic data are mapped to f1ux surfaces for neutra1 beam 

heating ca1cu1ation and/or for radia1 transport ana1ysis. 

2) OFMC on the basis of transformed data， an orbit fo11owing Monte Car10 

code of OFMC ca1cu1ates both profi1es of power deposition and 

partic1e source of neutra1 bea皿 injectedinto a p1asma. 

3) SCOOP In the 1ast stage， a one d1皿ensiona1transport code of SC∞P 

so1ves partic1e and energy balance for e1ectron and ion， in order 

to eva1uate transport coefficients as we11 as g1oba1 parameters 

such as energy confinement time and the stored energy. 

The ana1ysis resu1ts are provided to a data bank of DARTS that is used to 

find an overview of important consideration on confinement with a regres-

sion ana1ysis code of RAC. 
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] T-60実験における輸送解析コードシステム

日本原子力研究所那珂研究所臨界プラズマ研究部

平山俊雄・清水勝宏・谷 啓二

白井 浩・菊池 満

(1988年 2月 1日受理)

オーミック加熱.および中性粒子入射により加熱された]T -60のプラズマについて.

粧子及びエネルギー・バランスにかかわる閉じ込め特性を解析するために，輸送解析コー

ドが開発された。解析の手順は以下に示すように，いくつかの段階に分かれている:

1) LOOK プラズマ境界の形状は FB 1というコードにより求められる。磁気

面は， MHD平衡コード SE L E N E I~ より計算される。計調IJ データ

は乙の磁気面上I~変換され，中性粒子ビーム加熱計算，あるいは，径

方向の輸送解析周のデータとなる。

2) 0 F MC 変換されたデータを用いて，モンテカルロ軌道追跡コードによりプ

ラズマ中 I~入射された中性粒子ビームの加熱パワー分布，及び粒子源

の分布を計算するJ
3) SCOOP 最後に.一次元信送コード SCOOPI~ より.電子とイオンのエネル

ギーバランスを解いて輸送係数を求めるo また，エネルギー閉じ込め

時間及び蓄積エポルギーといったグローパル量が計算される。

解析結果はデータ・パンク・ DARTISI~登録され，回帰分析コード RACにより閉じ込

め特性の相関などを調べる乙とがでぎる。

那珂研究所:'311-01茨城県那珂郡那珂町大字向山801・1
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1. Introduction 

Now, in a study of tokamak plasmas, many kinds of calculation codes 
have been developed and have produced a powerful way to understand the toka
mak plasma. These codes are very useful not only for theoretical research 
but also for experimental one, since these codes will enable us to extract 
as much physical meanings as possible from limited experimental data and to 
seek the direction of future experiments. 

Basic idea of the empirical analysis of the transport properties of 
tokamaks are described in a few papers , , 2 ). The transport properties of 
tokamak plasmas should depend on the transport coefficients. However, 
theoretical efforts to find the transport coefficients in tokamaks have not 
yet provided a reliable formula predicting the confinement properties of 
tokamaks. Transport coefficients derived by using the experimental data 
seems to be more reliable than those derived from the theoretical research. 

Confinement analysis procedures in JT-60 are divided into a few steps 
illustrated in Fig.l. The shape of the plasma boundary is identified at 
first with the FBI(Fast Boundary Identification) code, in which macroscopic 
equilibrium quantities such as major radius Rp, minor radius a p, Shafranov A 
(=/Jp+Ii/2) and surface voltage V s are evaluated by using magnetic data. The 
equilibrium flux surface is calculated by SELENE3' (numerical equilibrium 
code) using the identified plasma boundary. The SELENE seeks a numerical 
solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation in the rectangular grids, without 
employing the moment method. A position of the diagnostic data is recog
nized at the flux coordinates and radial profiles of electron temperature 
T e, electron density TW and radiation loss Pr are obtained by the least 
square fitting technique. On the basis of Te, ne and T P (particle confine
ment time), the power deposition and particle source profiles are evaluated 
on the flux surfaces with the OFMC(Orbit Following Monte-Carlo) code that 
can precisely calculate a loss fraction of NB power due to charge exchange 
reactions as well as loss orbits. Above quantities calculated by both 
codes are mapped to data in the one-dimensional coordinate in order to solve 
the radial energy balances for the electron and the ion. A 
one-dimensional transport code of SCOOP analyzes the data and calculates 
global parameters such as energy confinement time TE and stored energy Ws, 
in addition to the transport coefficients. Major parameters of the 
analyzed data are stored into the confinement data bank and are used for 
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finding the correlation between various shots. 
The description of the diagnostic interface code LOCK is given in sec

tion 2 and that of the neutral beam code OFMC is shown in section 3. The 
descriptions of the one-diraensional radial transport code SCOOP and the data 
bank system are shown in sections 4 and 5. 

2. LOOK : Diagnostic Interface Code 

2.1 Diagnosis for Confinement Analysis 

Various diagnostic data are useful for the empirical analysis of trans
port properties of tokamak plasmas. 

Radial profile of the electron temperature Te(r) is measured by the 
multipulse Thomson scattering system and ECE foulier spectrometers. Radial 
profile of the electron density n<>(r) is measured by the Thomson scattering 
and 4 channel interferometers. Ion temperature is measured by the doppler 
broadening of the heavy impurity(crystal spectrometer), charge exchange 
energy spectrum and the doppler broadening of the He active beam 
probe. Particle confinement time T P is measured by the 3 channel Ha 

photo-diodes. Radiation is measured by 15 channel bolometer array. 
Typical equilibrium configuration and the rough sketch of the diag

nostics available for the confinement analysis are shown in Fig.2. 

2.2 Magnetic Analysis of Plasma Equilibrium 

Magnetic analysis of the plasma equilibrium gives a basic transforma
tion relation of the Diagnostics data between cylindrical coordinates and 
flux coordinates. The shape of the plasma boundary in divertor and limiter 
equilibrium is analyzed by the FBI (Fast Boundary Identification) code in 
which measured values of IP(plasma current), Ic(poloidal coil currents, 
c=F,V,H,Q,M), Ir(toroidal coil current) and B P J, fkj (poloidal magnetic field 
outside the plasma,j=J,6) are used to find the outermost flux surface and 
the equilibrium field quantities such as qef( and A. The flux surface 
geometry inside the plasma is obtained from the fixed boundary numerical 
solution or a simplified moment solution to the Grad-Shafranov 
equation. Current density profile in the numerical analysis is assumed as 

- 2 -
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J<t " -(/JpR+(l-/JP)/^/R) (l-(^-^ai)/(^s-^ax))n where fc and & are poloidal 
fluxes at magnetic axis and plasma surface, respectively. Unknown parameter 
n is matched to the assumed U value and ft> is assumed as 0 P = Apai-li-
Faraday rotation angle is also calculated for the comparison with the 
measurement. For the simplified moment solution, flux surface including 
radial shift (A(p)) and ellipticity (E(p)) are used and the outermost flux 
surface is matched with FBI code. 

2.3 Flux Surface Transformation and Least Square Fit 

The diagnostic data such as Te , rw , PT are assumed to be constant on 
a flux surface. Using the flux surface obtained in section 3-2, it is easy 
to identify the flux surface of the Thomson scattering and ECE data 
points. On the other hand, FIR interferometers and the bolometer array 
gives line-integrated physical quantities. We use the least square fitting 
technique to get the radial profile of the electron density and the radia
tion profile. The radial coordinate r used in the 1-D radial transport 
analysis is defined as r 
where Rp = V(ips)/(.2izS(ips)), SO/0 and V(i/0 are the poloidal cross section and 
the volume inside the flux surface. 

Electron density profile is assumed to be ne(r) = neo(l-(r/ctP)2)" where 
neO and m are the unknown parameters and are determined so that L(ne0,m) = 
E(/nedl? a l-/n edif a s) 2 is minimized with respect to rwo and m . 

Bolometer signal Sboli gives the line integral of the radiation inside 
the plasma Sboli = fPrdU where PT is the local radiation power density. A 
linear matrix relation between PT and Sboi can be obtained by £j»u = 
TDijPrj. Unknown parameters P r, are determined so that L(Prj) = 
£(££?!t-SES??Oz is minimized with respect to Prj. This minimization gives a 
following matrix equation for PTj 

H P r = F 

where, Hjk = TDijDik and Fj = EDi,SS??f . The electron temperature profile 
re(r) is fitted with the polynomial Te = Teo (l-(r/ap)2+a(r/ap)2(l-r/aP) + 
/J(r/aP)2(l-(r/ap)2)) and unknown parameters Teo, a and 0 are determined so 
that L(Teo,a,/?) = E(T??as-71?')2 is minimized with respect to Teo, a and 0. 
This minimization is analytically obtained as follows, 
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Jψ 国ー(ß~+(1-ßp)~!R) (1-(ψ-1jIax)/(1jIs-1jIax))" where世田 andψ's are po1oida1 

f1uxes at magnetic axis and p1asma surface， respective1y. Unknown parameter 

n is matched to the assumed li va1ue and sp is assumed恒偽 =AF81-li ・

Faraday rotation ang1e is a1so ca1cu1ated for the c叩 parisonwith the 

鵬 asure!隠nt. For the simp1ified moment solution， f1ux surface including 

radia1 shift (企(ρ))and e11ipticity (E(ρ)) are used and the outerm個 tflux

surface is matched with FBI code. 

2.3 Flux Surface Transformation and Least Square Fit 

The diagnostic data such錨 Te， 1le ， Pr are assumed to be constant on 

a f1ux surface. Using the f1ux surface obtained in section 3-2， it is easy 

to identify the f1ux surface of the Thαnson s国 tteringand ECE data 

points. 伽 theother hand， FIR interferαneters and the bo1ωleter array 

gi ves line-integrated physica1 qUe'.ntities. We四 ethe 1east square fitting 

technique to get the radia1 profi1e of the e1配 trondensity and the radia-

tion profile.ηle radia1 c∞rdinate r凶 :edin the 1-D radia1 transport 

ana1ysis is defined as r へ/v(世)/(27t2九)

where Rp = V(恥)/(27tS(仇))， S(ψ) and V(ψ) are the po1oida1 cr恒 ssection and 

the vo1ume inside the f1ux surface. 

E1ectron density profi1e is錨 sumedto be ne(r) = neo(1-(r/op)2)・where

neo and m are the unknown開 rametersand are determined so that L(neo，m) 

E(/n"dl 'ial-Inedl Teas・)2is minimized with respect to 1leO and m . 

801αneter signa1 Sboli gives the line integra1 of the radiation inside 

the p1asma Sboli = IPrdl i where Pr is the 1∞a1 radiation power density. A 

1inear matrix re1ation between Pr and Sbol can be obtained by Sboli 

EDijPrj. Unknown parameters Prj are determined so that L(Pη) = 
E(~li-~Yn2 is minimized with respect to Prj・ Thisminimization gives a 

following matrix equation for Prj 

H Pr :: F 

where， Hjk εDi jDik and F i = EDi js~gn. • ηle e1ectron t伺 lperatureprofile 

Te(r) is fitted with the po1ynαDia1 Te = Teo (1-(r/op)2+α(r /op)2(1-r/op) + 

s(r/'匂)2(1-(r/1αp)2))and unknown parameters Teo，αand s are determined so 
that L(Teo，Cl，s) = E(n~αs ・ーπヂ )2 is minimized with respect to T.o， α 叩 ds. 

This minimization is ana1ytica11y obtained as fo11ows， 
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a = (H22g\-H \2gz)/D 

|5 = (.Hug2-Hzigt)/D 

Teo = n , n a s ( a F i + / J F 2 + F 3 ) / E(aFi+/3F 2+F 3) 2 

where, 

Hik = ZAjkAji ( l , k= l ,2 ) 

gk =-LAjkAj3 (k=l,2) 

D = H22HH-H12H21 

Ajk = T^Sk-Fk 

Sk = IT^Fk/U^2 

Fi = ( r / a P ) 2 ( l - r / a P ) , F 2 = ( r / a p ) 2 ( l - ( r / a p ) 2 ) , F3 = l - ( r / a P ) 2 

Typical density and temperature profiles for both limiter and divertor 
discharges are shown in Fig.3. The density profiles obtained by the 4 chan
nel interferometers are consistent with the Thomson scattering measurement. 

2.4 Output Specification 

The LOOk code provides the contour plot of the flux surface , the mag
netic summary ( R P, a p , IP , Bt , 630 » A etc. ) , electron stored energy , 
ohmic input power and radial profiles of Te , TU . P r of a particular time 
of interest and Ip-VL-fnedl wave forms. Typical example of the output is 
shown in Fig.4. 

The magnetic data and Te-ne-Pr transformed into the 1-D radial coordi
nate are stored in a binary data file ( SCOCP data ) which is called by the 
SCOOP code described in section 4. Look code provides plasma parameter 
file and the flux surface table for the neutral beam injection heating 
analysis(OFWC code). 
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α= (H22.CI1-H1292)!D 

s = (Hl1虫-H21g1)!D

Teo IT:'[田・ (αFl+sF2+F3)/E(αFl+sF2+F3)2 

where. 

Hlk = EAjkAjl (l，k=I.2) 

gk =-EAjkAj3 (k=l .2) 

D = H22Hl1-Hl2H21 

Aik T:'jαS'Sk-Fk 

Sk IT:'[os Fk/IT:'[国・2

Fl = (r/ap)2(1-r/ap) .F2 = (r/ap)2(1-(r/op)2). F3 = 1ー(r/ap)2

Typical density and temperature profiles for both limiter and divertor 

discharges are shown in Fig.3. The density profiles obtained by the 4 chan-

nel interferαneters are consistent with the Thαnson scattering measurement. 

2.4 Output Specification 

刀leLOOk code provides the contour plot of the flux surface • the mag-

netic summary ( Rp • op • Ip • Bt • 630 • A etc. ). electron stored energy • 

ohmic input power and radial profiles of T. • ne • Pr of a particular time 

of interest and Ip-VL-fnedl wave forms. Typical example of the output is 

shown in Fig. 4. 

百lemagnetic data and Te-ne-Pr transformed into the l-D radial c∞rdi-

nate are stored in a binary data file ( SOOOP data ) which is called by the 

SOOOP code described in section 4. Look c吋 eprovides plasma par訓 eter

file and the flux surface table for the neutral beam injection heating 

analysis(団干-Ccode) . 
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3. OFMC : Orbit Following Monte Carlo Code 

3.1 Neutral Beam Injection Heating 

The thermalization process of fast ions is described by the drift 
kinetic equations with Fokker-Planck collision terms of Landau form. In an 
axisymmetric system, the projection chart of the collisionless guiding 
center orbit on a poloidal cross section shows a completely closed contour. 
This enables us to solve analytically the above mentioned equations after 
linearizing and averaging them over the bounce time of fast ions. Many 
authors have adopted this method to solve the slowing-down process of fast 
ions produced by NBI 4 )~ 7 ) or charged fusion products8'. In the presence of 
ripple, however, the guiding center orbit never closes and consequently the 
loss process of fast ions is seriously affected by the unclose collisionless 
orbits. This makes it very difficult to apply the theoretical method to 
solve the relaxation process of fast ions in a non-axisymmetric system. 
To make a precise treatment of this kind of problem, an orbit-following 
Monte-Carlo simulation code has been newly developed, in which the calcula
tion of Coulomb collisions is executed at every several time steps of orbit 
calculation (l/10~l/50 bounce time) until the test particle slows down to 
the local ion temperature of bulk plasma. 

For the convenience of calculations, following assumptions are made. 
The background plasma parameters are immutable during the slowing-down time 

T S. Both distribution functions of bulk plasma ions and electrons are 
Maxwellian. There is no electric field in the plasma. 

Objectives of the present works are; 1) to investigate the thermaliza-
tion process of fast ions with large banana size, 2) to estimate the charge 
exchange loss of fast ions during slowing down, 3) to study the effect of 
loss orbits in an axisymmetric magnetic field as well as in a 
non-axisymmetric field on the power loss of NBI, 4) to investigate the NBI 
relevant phenomena such as plasma current induction, plasma rotation, and 
5) to interpret the diagnostic results of CX loss neutrals and neutrons. 

3.2 Calculation model 

(1) Birth distribution of fast ions Fast neutral atoms injected into an 
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3. 恒配:仕bitFollowing恥，nte白 rl。α由

3.1 Neutral Be掴 InjectionHeating 

The thermalization pr∞ess of fast ions is described by the drift 

kinetic equations with Fokker-Planck collision terms of Landau form. In卸

axisymmetric syst佃， the projection chart of the ∞llisionless guiding 

center orbl七ona poloidal cross section shows a 0叩 pletelyclosed contour. 

This enables us to solve analytioally the above mentioned equations after 

lin回 rizingand averaging them over the加 uncetime of fast ions; Many 

authors have adopted this meth叫 tosolve the slowing-down pr∞ess of fast 

ions produced by NBI4)-7) or charged fusion pr恒国ts8). In the pr田叩ceof 

ripple， however， the guiding center orbit never cl四倍 andconsequently the 

l偲 spr∞ess of fast ions is seriously affected by the uncl叩 ecollisionless 

orbits. This mak田 itvery difficult to apply the theoretioal method to 

solve the relaxation proc儲 sof fast ions in a non-axisymmetric syst佃.

To make a precise t~eatment of this kind of problem.間 orbit-following

Honte-Carlo simulation c叫 ehas been newly developed， in which the oalcula-

tion of Coul叩 bcol1isions is ex配 utedat every several time steps of orbit 

oalculation (1/10N l/50 bounce time) until the test particle slows down to 

the looal ion temperature of bulk plasma. 

For the convenience of calculations， following assumptions are made. 

The background plasma parameters are immutable during the slowing-down time 

'$・ 80thdistribution functions of bulk plasma io回 andelectrons are 

Maxwel1ian. There is no electric field in the pl部 ma.

助 jectivesof the present works are; 1) to investigate the thermaliza-

tion pr∞ess of fast ions with large banana size， 2) to estimate the charge 

exchange 1伺 S of fast ions during slowing down， 3) to study the effect of 

loss orbits in an axisymmetric magnetic field as wel1 as in a 

non-axisymmetric field on the power 1偲 sof NBI， 4) to investigate the NBI 

relevant phen側 l叩 asuch as plasma current induction， plasma rotation. and 

5) to interpret the diagn四 ticr笛 IlltSofは lossneutrals and neutrons. 

3.2白 lculation鵬 del

(1) Birth distribution of fast ions Fast neutral atαns injected into an 
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ohmically heated plasma are ionized or charge exchanged by interactions with 
field plasma ions and electrons. The fraction of neutral beams which is 
trapped in a plasma can be described by9' 

S - L ™ J 0 J 0 J0 /(n,,eb)exp[-Jo iu(r)Oi(fii/lfc)dL] 
xn* (r) at {Eb/k) rbdrbdObdU,, (3-1) 

where n>,06 are polar co-ordinates in the beam cross section perpendicular 
to the beam line, Lb the beam path length, Lmrc the maximum beam path length 
which intersects the plasma column, at the neutral beam radius, Eb the pri
mary beam energy, -/k the density fraction of beam atoms with energy of Eb/k, 
a; the total ionization cross section, and f(.rb,0b) the normalized distribu
tion of beam density which gives 

/(n>,Gb)rbdrbd9b - 1.0 . Jo Jo 

Provided that the cross section for ionization of atomic hydrogen by 
stripped impurity ions is of the form 1 0 - 1 1' 

Oz - Ziip( Op + O C I ) . 

where o> is the ionization cross section of atomic hydrogen by protons, o« 
the cross section for charge exchange by protons in atomic hydrogen12' and 
Zi„p the charge number of impurity ions. Then the total ionization cross 
section is given by 

Oi - Oe + (Op + Oc:)t / i + (1 - fif* (Zefj - fi)°A ] , 

where ae is the cross section for ionization of atomic hydrogen by 
electrons, Ze// the effective Z and /j - ni/ru-. 

Here we consider a circular cross-sectional neutral beam with 

/(rb,eb) - -% ^ P t 1 ~ Ww,)2:, (3-2) 
TtOb 
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ohmica11y heated plasma are ionized or charge exchanged by interactions with 

fie1d p1出:maio出 卸de1ectrons. 百.efraction of neutra1 beams which is 

trapped in a plasma can be described by9) 

rι"" r2c rab rlも
s-キmんんん f(n，Bb)e却トん恥(r)oi(EIぱ )dL]

x~(r)oi(Eb/k)r~r~BbdLb， (ふ1)

where n， Bb are凹 1arco-ordinates in i.he beam cross section per戸 ndicular

to the beam line， lゐ thebea:m path length. 1咽l% the maximum bea:m path length 

which intersects the p1asma co1umn. Qb the neutral be細 radius.Eb the pri-

mary be，訓 energy，γkthe d回 sityfraction of民amat叩 swith energy of Eb/k， 

Oi the total ionization cross s田 tion.卸 df(rb，Bb) the normalized distribu-

tion of bea:m density which gives 

J:bt"仇 .Bω ndBb圃1.0

Provided that the cross section for ionization of atαDic hydr唱 enby 

stripped impurity ions is of the form10• 11 ) 

Oz -Z!ir~( op + ocz ) ， 

wh~re op is the ionization cr個 ssection of at叩 ichydr唱 enby protons. ocz 

the cr回 ssection for charge exchange by proto出 inat叩 ichydrogen 12) and 

Zi.p the charge number of impurity ions. Then the total io司izationcross 

section is given by 

Oi -oe + (Op + Ocr)[ fi + (1 -f;)0.6 (Zeff -f;)O.4]， 

where Oe is the cross section for ionization of atαDic hydrogen by 

electrons. ZeJf the effective Z and fi -ni/lle・

Here we∞nsider a circular cr但 s-sectionalneutral be醐 with

f(n，Bb) -~す exp [1 - (rb/i偽)2]，
πQb-

-6-
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where c 9 - e/(e-l). Introducing new variables 

rb - >Jcg[\ -exp ( - (rb/ctfc)2) ] 

0b' - 0fe/& 

Z*' - Lb/Lnac 

and substituting eq.(3-2) into eq.(3-l), we obtain 

j*' ri H 
5 ^ 2t-pac, H,ykjQfoJo exp[ -Z«*j[ ?ie(r)0i(Eb/fc)dL] 

xne(r)CTi(£b/fc)rb'drb'd9b'dL6'. (3-3) 

Since the total number of test particles is limited within about 2000 due to 
the long computational time, the Monte-Carlo integration method is again 
adopted to calculate S numerically, in which five uniform random numbers 
corresponding to rb, 9b> Lb, beam ion species fc, and co-injection fraction 
are generated for every sampling point (• test particle ). 

(2) Guiding center orbit 
Ion trajectories are followed by numerical integration of the standard 

guiding center equations of motion 1 3 ) The guiding center equations are 

^ " ife ( "• + f- ̂  Bx2B + I v* ' (3_4) 

dvg, _ ji» dB ,, -. 
dt mt al ' ^~a) 

where vg, and vgi are the guiding center velocities parallel and perpendicu
lar to the magnetic field line, I the length along the field line, Kit the 
charged particle mass, Zt the charge number , e- 1.6xl0"19C , /i» the mag
netic moment, and B the total magnetic field, respectively. The method of 
Runge-Kutta (second order) is adopted to the numerical integration. 

The axisymmetric components of magnetic field are given by the deriva
tives of i> which is obtained by the diagnostic interface code of LOOK. To 
obtain the distribution of the field ripple, we consider a model toroidal 
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where C9 圃 e/(e-l). 1ntroducing new variabl白

九'圃 J叫トむ(-(九九九)2))

9b'ーθν2lr

iゐ'・ι/L骨四

and substituting eq.(3-2) into eq.(3-1)， we obtain 

S -2L臨写サ110ト却(-L.ar fo"+> n..仇(Eb/k)dL)

Xn.. (r) Oi CEb!k) Tb' drb' d8b' clLb'. (3-3) 

Since the total number of test particles is limited within about 2000 due to 

the long c叩 putationaltime， the Monte-Carlo integration meth吋 isagain 

adopted to calculate S numerically， in which five uniform randαn numbers 

corresponding to rb， 9b，ιbe制 ionspecies k， and co-injection fraction 

are generated for every田 mplingpoint (圃 t白 tparticle ). 

(2) Guiding center orbit 

10n trajectories are followed by numerical integration of the standard 

guiding center equations of motionl3) The guiding center equations are 

1}9 す (μ.+旦 J.jd+旦ute ¥ ，.... T -B-vgll lJ ~ B- ， B (3-4) 

(3-5) 

where 1)91 and 1}9' are the guiding center vel∞iti田 paralleland perpendicu-

lar to the magnetic field line， l the length along the field line， mt the 

charged particle mass， Zt the charge number ， e = t .6xl0-19C ，μ. the mag-

netic mα胆 nt，and B the total magnetic field， respectively. The meth吋 of

Runge-Kutta (second order) is adopted to the numerical integration. 

The axisymmetric components of magnetic field are given by the deriva-

tives ofψwhich is obtained by the diagnostic interfa国 C吋 eof UXlI仁 To

obtain the distribution of the field ripple， we consider a model toroidal 
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coil current which is a sheet current on a torus with ripple component. The 
field ripple is calculated by the method of Biot-Savart. 

(3) Calculation of Coulomb collisions 
The collisional process of fast ions has been simulated by a technique 

of Monte-Carlo. Provided that a test particle change its velocity compo
nents parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field line from 
( v„ iO to ( v,', Vx ) by collision with field particles as shown in Fig. 
5, relations among these velocity components are given by 

v,' - v, + Avi •$• " *vt -?jj- sin Q , (3-6) 

vS - [( v + m ) 2 + Avt

z - VihyZ , (3-7) 

where v ( - y v » + u±z) is the total velocity of the test particle, Q the 
Larmor phase, Avi the longitudinal component of the velocity change, and Avt 
the transverse component, respectively. The velocity changes AVI and Avt 
result from the slowing-down and pitch-angle scattering of the test parti
cles due to Coulomb collision with field particles. Under the assumption 
that the field particles have a Maxwellian velocity distribution, the mean 
values and mean square deviations of Avi and Avt are given by,+^ 

<AVI> 3 /= w At Y 72 Wp+mt n P' M(X P) fr, Q, 
-vl 2 ̂  Mt ^ £ Z p "W~ TV ~^T ' (3"8) 

^f- - 0.0 (3-9) 

<AVlZ> 3 >- M At V 7 2 » » P I / 2 R P ' /*(%>) 
2 * * " ' T * 9 L p m^ To'"2 2XP

3/2 

<AVtZ> 3 -=• . , At V 7 2 m P 1 / 2 V 
zrtMt T s 1 , ZP m ( 1 / 2 T p / 1 / 2 

(3-10) 

where Z P is the charge number of the respective plasma species denoted by 
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coil current which is a sh目 tcurrent on a torus with ripple c叩卯nent.

field ripple is calculated by the method of Biot-Savart. 

The 

(3) Calculation of Coul佃 bcollisio回

The collisional pr∞ 田sof fast io回 h出 版 提nsimulated by a technique 

of Monteζarlo. Provided that a test particle change its velocity cα圃po-

nents parallel 剖 dpen訓告ndicularto the magnetic field line fr咽

( V.. V~) to ( v.'， V/ ) by collision with field particles出 shownin Fig. 

5， relations among 油田evelocity cαnponents are given by 

， 
V. -v. + 刷 iF-』Utミト sinQ ， 

V/ - [( V + <lVI )2 + <lVt2 - V.'2Jl/2 ， 

(3-6) 

(3ー7)

where V ( ・ ，;:;;rτ V~2) is the total velocity of the t国 tparticle， Q the 

Larmor phase， <lVI the longitudinal c∞l卯 nentof the vel∞i ty change， and <lVt 

the transverse c側関nent.respectively. The vel∞i ty changes <lVI 組 d<lVt 

result frαn the slowing-down and pitch-angle scattering of the test parti-

cles due to Coulomb collision with field particles. Under the assumption 

that the field particles have a Haxwellian velocity distribution. the me聞

values and mean square deviations of <lVI and <lVI are given by'4} 

三些己
V{J 

ーー呈布 FIA 77Z2E虫土些;区主L， LS 令・~p fflt Tp' 2xp 

<<lVt三-
Vp 

ョぱ三.
vl 

2d三.
V/ 

0.0 

3 =-" <lt "'72 fflp 112 n/ 11 (Xp) 
主~ ，fjf N. !' ): Z，;ι~--=..:!!一一~

， LS乍・ ~p ml1l2 T p' 112 '2;x}/2 

呈，fiffol! ~t )， ZD2 fflp竺~
ιLS 乍I~" ml1/2 Tp'1/2 

dμ「χ)
[μ(χp) +一一~

μ(χp) 、 1

'" dχp 2Xp 'Xp1/2 

(3-8) 

(3-9) 

(3-10) 

(3-11 ) 

where Zp is the charge number of the respective plasma species denoted by 
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p ( - e , i " - ) , rite the electron mass, nit the test part icle mass, At a time 
interval, 

Mt - (m t/m e) 3 / 2 (l+mf/me)"1 , xP - (mpX/ytotU/j2) V 1 > 

M(%>) - Erf(J^) - 2.sJxP/% exp(-Zp) , 

and T S i s the slowing-down time of test particles with mass number At and 
charge number Zt a t plasma center defined by 

T S - 0.125(/it/Zt2)Ueo(fceV)3/2/neo(10 ,9m-3)] . (3-12) 

The summation J] in eqs. (3-8),(3-10) and (3-11) is taken for all the 
plasma species. The plasma parameters such as temperature T p' and plasma 
density n p' in the above expressions are normalized by the electron tempera
ture reo and the electron density iieo at the plasma center. 

In the present Monte-Carlo simulation, ivi and ivt are computed by gen
erating normal random numbers with the mean values and the mean square devi
ations given by eqs.(3-8) ~ (3-11) The Larmor phase fi in eq.(3-6) is given 
by a uniform random number between zero and 2x. 

(4) Simulation of charge exchange reactions 
The charge-exchange process of fast ions is also simulated by a 

Monte-Carlo technique. The charge-exchange probability during a small time 
interval At is given by 

Pcx(^t) - 1 - exp(-no <ov>cxit) (3-13) 
~ no <ov>cxAt 

where no is the neutral density, <ou>Cx the charge-exchange reaction rate of 
fast ions with back ground neutrals. To simulate the charge-exchange 
process, a simple hit-or-miss Monte-Carlo method is employed. The 
charge-exchange probability eq.(3-13) is calculated at every time step At 
for all the test particles, that is, 
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p ( ・e，i・・・ ) ， 時 the electron 回 ss，mt the t田 tparticle mass， ~t a time 

interval， 

Mt -(mv!;偽)3/2 (1 +mt/l偽)ー χp・(時，tf/mtvrhT/ー

μ(ゐ)圃 Erf(~) -2~吉 exp(-xp) ， 

vp - ，.;額三否有

間 d'5 is the slowing-down time of test particles with mass number At卸 d

charge number Zt at plasma center defined by 

'5・O.I25(At/Zt2)σ'eO(keV)3/2/lleo(1019m-3)) • (3-12) 

The sw田nationI: in問 s. (3-8) ， (3-10)叩 d(3-11) is 凶 enfor a11 the 

pl出 mas開 cies. The plasma parameters such as t倒 peratureT/叩 dplasma 

density fip' in the above expressions are normalized by the electron t叩 ipera-

ture T.o and the electron density lleO at the plasma center. 

1n the present Monte-Carlo simulation， ~Vt and ~Ut are cαnputed by gen-

erating normal rand叩 numberswith the mean values and the mean square devi-

ations given by eqs.(3-8) ~ (3-11) 百leLarmor phase Q in eq. (3-6) is gi ven 

by a uniform randαn num出 rbetween zero and 勧 .

(4) Simulation of charge exchange reactions 

百lecharge-exchange pr∞ess of fast ions is also simulated by a 

肋nte-Carlotechnique. The charge-exchange probability during a small time 

interval ~t is given by 

Pc:t(~t)圃 1 -exp( -no <av>c:r~t) 

~町 <au>c:ru

(3-13) 

where no is the neutral density， <av>c:r the charge-exchange reaction rate of 

fast io回 withback ground neutrals. To simulate the charge-exchange 

pr∞ess， a simple hit-or-miss Monte-Carlo method is employed. The 

charge-exchange probability eq.(3-13) is calculated at every time step ~t 

for a11 the test partic1es， that 5.s， 
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Pcx(4t,i) (1=1,2 Np) , 

where Np is the total number of test particles. Simultaneously, NP uniform 
random numbers 

(X?emd»(i),i=l,2 ,Np) 

are also generated at every it. Comparing PCI(/lt,i) with X?Swto»(x) for all 
the test particles, we switch on the calculation of charge-exchange process 
for only the particles whose PCI(/it,i) is greater than Xrcmdo*(i). Once a 
fast ion is charge-exchanged, it becomes a fast neutral and makes a straight 
flight in a plasma until it is reionized by the field particles or lost to 
the first wall. The reionization probability is described by 

Pton(s) - / expi-k/lion) dX/kion , (3-14) 
Jo 

where I is the flight length, li0n the ionization mean free path. The 
above integration is executed up to 

Xrandom ™ "ion 

where xlando* is another uniform random number between zero and unity. If a 
fast neutral hits the first wall without being reionized, it is labeled as a 
charge-exchange loss particle. 

3.3 Calculation results 

By using the above described Monte-Carlo code, one can obtain the fol
lowing information; 

1) loss fractions of NBI produced fast ions during slowing down due to 
charge exchange reactions, loss orbit and shine through, 

2) fraction of total unthermalized beam power, and 
3) profiles of NBI power deposited on plasma ions and electrons. 

Calculations are made for plasma and NBI parameters appropriate to JT-60 
which are summarized in Table 1 and 2, respectively. Figure 6 shows the 
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Pcr(llt. i) (i=1 .2. . . . . . . . . .Np) • 

where Np is the total number of test particles. Simultan町田ly.Np uniform 

random numbers 

(χE品。1o.(i)，i=1.2...........Np)

are also generated at every llt. Cα百paringPcr(llt， i) with χ~~.(i) for a11 

the t国 tparticl回， we switch on the calculation of charge-exchange pr目白S

for only the particles whose Pcr(dt.i) is greater than χ謡曲以i). 伽 cea 

fast ion is charge-exchanged. it胎C狙 lesa fast neutral and makes a straight 

flight in a plasma until it is reionized by the field particles or lost to 

the first wall. The reionization probability is described by 

P印刷

where A. is the flight length. Aion the ionization mean free path. The 

above integration is executed up to 

χ~~ndo. 圃 Pion(S).

where がよ吋o.is another uniform rand咽 numberbetween zero and unity. If a 

fast neutral hits the first wall without being reionized. it is labeled出 a

charge-exchange 1但 sparticle. 

3.3 Calculation results 

8y using the above described Monte-Car10 code， one国 nobtain the f01-

10wing information; 

1) loss fractions of NBI produced fast ions during slowing down due to 

charge exchange reactions. 1伺 sorbit and shine through. 

2) fraction of total unthermalized be叩 power.and 

3) profiles of NBI power dep叩 itedon plasma ions and electrons. 

Calculations are made for plasma and NBI parameters appropriate to JTィョo
which are summarized in Table 1 and 2. respectively. Figure 6 shows the 
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average density dependence of shine through, axi-symmetric orbit loss, 
charge exchange loss and unthermalized beam energy for JT-60. The total 
loss fraction of NBI power in JT-60 is about 10%. It must be noted that 
more than 10% of NBI power does not work to heat up the high temperature 
plasma. JT-60 employs an oblique injection. Therefore, the fraction of 
neutral beams ionized in the plasma central region reduces in proportion to 
the outward shift of the magnetic axis in a plasma with high j8P or in the 
divertor configuration of JT-60. Figure 7 shows the birth profiles of fast 
ions, (a) for the target plasma in limiter configuration with low ft, and (b) 
for the one in divertor configuration with high &>, respectively. Because 
the magnetic axis is about 20 cm away from the beam axis in the divertor 
case (a), the deposition of fast ions in the central region becomes much 
smaller than that in the limiter case (b). The respective distributions of 
power deposition as a result of slowing down of fast ions are shown in Fig. 
8-(a) and (b). The finite banana size of fast ions has an effect to level 
the uneven power deposition. For this reason, the deposition profiles are 
somewhat flat as compared with the birth profiles. 
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average density dependence of shine through. axi-symmetric orbit 1回 s.

charge exchange 1叩 sand unthermalized民amenergy for JT-{氾 Thetotal 

loss fraction of NBI power in JT-60 is about 10忽 Itmust be noted that 

即 rethan 10% of NBI power do回 notwork to heat up the high te目rperature

plasma. JT-60 employs叩 obliqueinjection. Therefore. the fraction of 

neutral出制限 ionizedin the plasma centr叫 regionreduces in proportion to 

the outward shift of the magnetic axis in a plasma with high s? or in the 

divertor configuration of JT-60. Figure 7 sho四 thebirth profiles of fasl 

io.四， (a) for the target pl儲 main limiter ∞Infiguration with 10w sp佃 d(b) 

for the one in divertor configuration with high sP' r問問ctively . Because 

the magnetic axis is about却叩 awayfr咽 the出血 axisin the divertor 

case (a)， the deposition of fast ions in the centra1 region bec畑出 much

smaller than that in the limiter阻 se(b). The r回開ctivedistributions of 

power deposition錨 ar回 ultof slowing do~~ of fast io田 areshown in Fig. 

ら (a)叩 d(b). The finite banana size of fast io田 h錨叩 effectto level 

the uneven power deposition. For this reason， the dep佃 itionprofil回 are

S侃 lewhatflat as c叩 paredwith the birth profil回.
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4. SCOOP : Time Slice Transport Analysis Code 

There are frequently som«5 differences between calculated results from 
an interpretation code and a prediction code. In those cases, we have had 
trouble with a problem whether two different kinds of codes have a common as 
a tokamak code. A code library system has been developed to organize and 
manage a large collection of computer codes used in the analysis of tokamak 
plasmas. This system provides us a great deal of benefit like that codes 
generated by the system have something in common among physical models and 
numerical calculation methods as tokamak codes. Therefore, when we come 
across a difference in results of the data analysis, we will easily find out 
the cause of it. The tokamak transport code library is referred to as 
•LIBRARY'15). 

As one of interpretation codes produced from the LIBRARY, the SCOOP 
code performs the transport analysis of a tokamak plasma by solving the ion 
energy balance at a fixed time into a discharge. The schematic diagram of 
the code is shown in Fig.9. The input data to the SCOOP consist of profiles 
of electron density rte(r), electron temperature Te(r) and the radiated power 
PT(r), and the central ion temperature Ti(0), together with the global para
meters of plasma current Jp, surface voltage Vs and particle confinement 
time T P. The profiles of Te, Tie, Pr and the beam power deposition are mapped 
to the magnetic surface by the LOOK/OFMC. 

According to the input data, the magnetics field diffusion equation for 
the poloidal magnetic field is solved to evaluate the current density J2(r) 
and the effective charge number Zeff. The particle flux is determined by the 
particle source of neutral beam in addition to the neutral density calcu
lated on the basis of the particle confinement time. 

In the steady transport analysis, the ion temperature profile is calcu
lated by employing the neoclassical ion heat diffusivity proposed by 
Chang-Hinton16' with a multiplication factor. The power transport between 
the electrons and the ions ia calculated by the classical formula. The con-
vective power loss is obtained from the inferred particle flux. As known 
the ion temperature diagnostic value, the multiplication factor could be 
adjusted to yield a central ion temperature in agreement with the measured 
one. 

On the basis of above quantities, the electron heat diffusivity is 
estimated from the electron energy balance equation and the particle diffu
sion coefficient from the particle conservation equation. 
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code performs the transport叩 alysisof a tokamak plasma by solving the ion 

energy balance at a fixed time into a discharge. The schematic diagram of 
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According to the input data， the magnetics field diffusion equation for 

the poloidal magnetic field is solved to evaluate the current density Jz(r) 

and the effective charge number Ze!!. The particle flux is determined by the 

particle source of neutral be岨 inaddition to the neutral density calcu-

lated on the basis of the particle confinement time. 

In the steady transport analysis， the ion temperature profile is田 lcu-

lated by emp10ying the neoc1assica1 ion heat diffusivity proposed by 

Chang-HintonI6) with a mu1tiplication factor. The power transport between 

the e1ectrons and the io田臼 ca1culatedby the classical formula. 百1econ-

vective power 10ss is obtained frαn the inferred particle f1ux. As known 

the ion temperature diagnostic value， the multiplication factor could be 

adjusted to yield a central ion temperature in agreement with the me甜 ured

one. 

α1 the basis of above quantities， the e1ectron heat diffusivity is 

estimated from the electron energy balance equation and the particle diffu-

sion c関 fficientfrαn the particle conservation equation. 
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4.1 Plasma resistivity 

The resistive voltage, V p, which is important to estimate the ohmic 
input power is defined by 

Vs - VP + ±IpLi (4-1) 

where Li is the internal inductance. Although duration of JT-60 discharge;! 
is 10 sec, the/ effect of temporal evolution of Li can not be neglected at a 
high plasma current( 2 MA ), leading to an uncertainty in the Vp of less 
than 20 %. From Shafranov A(=ft>+ii/2) evaluated by the equilibrium, the 
time derivative of Li is expressed as 

Li - W)Rp(A - ft,) (4-2) 

where no is the vacuum permeability and ft, the beta poloidal. As are 
assumed invariable profiles in time, the time evolution of ft is approxi
mated by 

ft, -yf°(Pe(r)+ Pi(r))dV/(jEg/2uo) (4-3) 

i>e(r) - n.(0)/„(r)T.(r)+n.(r)f,(0)/T.(r), 

P,(r) - ni(0)/Bl(r)ri(r)+Tn(r)ti(0)/ri(r), 

where ne(0) and 7e(0) are measured by FIR and BCE diagnostics, respectively, 
and / n(r) and fj(r) are normalized profiles for the density and the 
temperature. The time derivative of ion pressure is approximated from the 
electrons, assuming 7i(0)-te(0) and rn(0)-n<>(0). 

The plasma resistivity 77, in the quasi-steady state is important in 
determining the electron energy balance of ohmically heated plasmas. As 
have been mentioned uncertainties in the plasma resistivity 1 7 , 1 8 l 9 , 2 0 ), two 
kinds of formula are used i.e. Spitzer resistivity and the neoclassical one 
with trapping correction2". In the calculation of the resistivity, the Ze// 
is iteratively evaluated so that the resistive input power meets the input 
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4.1 Plasma resistivity 

The resistive voltage， yp， which is important to estimate the ohmic 

input戸 weris defined by 

Vs - Vp +会Iι (4-1) 

where Li is the internal inductance. Although duraticn of JT-60 dischargen 

is 10 3ec， thc， effect of temporal evolution of Li can not be neglected at a 

high plasma current( 2 MA )， leading to an uncertainty in the Vp of 1伺 S

than 20 %. Fr叩 ShafranovA(=ゐ+li!2)eva.luated by the equilibrium， the 

time derivative of Li is expr回 sedas 

L;圃向Rp(A- ι(4-2)  

where μo is the vacuum permeability and sp the beta poloidal. As are 

assumed invariable profil開 intime， the time evolution of sp is approxi-

mated by 

ι →foa(品川 (4目 3)

ふ(r)ー九(0)fne Cr)Te( r) +Ile (r)Te (O)fre (r) ， 

Pi (r) 圃 ni(O)fni (r)T; (r) +ni (r)Ti (O)fr; (r) ， 

where ite(O) and Te(O) are measured by FIR and DCE diagnostics， respectively， 

and fn(r) and fr(r) are normalized profil回 forthe density and the 

temperature. The time derivative of ion pressure is approximated fr叩 the

electrons， assuming Ti(O)・九(0)回 dni (0)・九(0). 

The plasma resistivity n. in the quasi-steady state is important in 

determining the electron energy balance of ohmically heated p!asmas. As 

have been mentioned uncertainties in th~ plasma resistivityI7.18.19.20) ， two 

k.inds of formula are llsed i.e. Spitzer r国 istivityand the neoclassica! one 

with trapping correction21). In the calculation of the resistivity， the ZefJ 

is iteratively evaluated so that the resistive input power meets the input 
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power of IpVp, followed by 

IpVp - fV/(Ze//,re(r))J : :(r) 2dV. ( 4 _4) 
«/0 

In the following, we have used the two types of current density profiles. 
The first one is from the usual assumption of the constant electric field 
over the radius, 

J'(r) " „,/(Z^r.(r)) ' ^ 

where Ez-Vp/2n:Rp. Another model of Jz(r) is represented by 

Jz(r) - Jo ( l - (£ ) 2 ) a . (4-6) 

The central current density Jo is given by assuming q(0)sl and the value of 
a is adjusted to yield the A in agreement with the AFB/ from the FBI code. 
Both values of resistive Zeff from two different Jz agree well in the case of 
small amount of scatter in measured Te(r). As is employed the eq.(4-5), the 
scatter of Te(r) leads to serious uncertainty in the resistive Zeff. 
Therefore, the eq.(4-6) is preferred rather than the eq.(4-5). 

We can now calculate the energy confinement time defined as 

T E MIL 
VPIP+PNB-(We+Wi) 

where We and Wi are, respectively, kinetic energies of the electron and the 
ion integrated over the plasma volume and PUB is the absorbed power of the 
neutral beam. 

4.2 Particle Balance 

The particle balance equation is 
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fr - -7w^Fe) + s» + SNB W - 7 > 

where T e is the particle flux, S„ the ion particle source and SUB the neu
tral beam ionization source. The particle flux is determined by integrating 
eq. (4-7), 

r.(r) - |£(S R+S NB-|^)rdr. (4-8) 

The time derivative of density is determined from the experimental measure
ments as mentioned in section 4.1. The local particle sources, 5n and SNB 
are calculated by a neutral penetration model code and the OFMC code. The 
normalized neutral density profile is obtained by the solution of Boltzmann 
equation22' employing two models of neutral fluxes. The first is a cold 
neutral flux corresponding to puffing gas with the energy of 5 eV. The 
second is a warmer neutral flux corresponding to recycling particles the 
energy of which is taken as 5 eV for a divertor discharge and 50 eV for a 
limiter discharge23'. The absolute magnitude of the neutral density is 
determined by the particle confinement time from Ha measurements. 

Ion density depletion is considered from the fast ion densities of neu
tral beam n/(r), and the Zeff assuming a single species of impurity ion. The 
ion density profile is obtained from the condition of quasi-neutrality 

Mr) - Zim(r) + nf(r) + Zfcnk(r), (4-9) 

in which Z\ is the ionic charge number and n* the impurity ion density with 
the k-th charge number of Z&. The impurity density is deduced by assumed an 
uniform profile of the Zeff 

^ - zz:di~-\)^r)- (4- io) 

The ion particle flux Ti is equated with the electron particle flux from the 
condition of ambipolar diffusion, 

T,(r) - re(r)/Zi. (4-11) 
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主主・-+"，a.. (rr..) + Sn + SNB dt r dr (4-7) 

where r.. is the particle flux， sn the ion particle source and SNB the neu-

tral出制 ionizationsource. The particl'9 flux is determined by integrating 

eq. (4-7)， 

じ(r)ー叫γ(Sn命令)昨 (4-8) 

The time derivative of density is determined from the experimental measure-

ments回 mentionedin section 4.1. The local particle sourc田 ，Sn田 dSN8 

are calculated by a neutral penetration model c吋 eand the伍 配 code. The 

normalized neutral density profile is obtained by the solution of Boltzmann 

equation22l employing two models of neutral fluxes. The first is a cold 

neutral flux corr田 pondingto puffing gas with the energy of 5 eV.ηle 

second is a warmer neutral flux corresponding to recycling particl間 the

energy of which is taken as 5 eV for a divertor discharge and印 eVfor a 

limiter discharge23l • The absolute magnitude of the neutral density is 

determined by the particle confinement time from H，αmeasurements. 

Ion density depletion is considered fr叩 thefast ion densities of neu-

tral be訓 nf(r)， and the Zeff assuming a single species of impurity ion. 百e

ion density profile is obtained frαn the condition of quasi-neutrality 

ne(r)・Z;ni(r) + nf(r) + ZkT1k(r)， (4-9) 

in which Zi is the ionic charge number and T1k the impurity ion density with 

the k-th charge number of Zk. The impurity density is deduced by assumed阻

uniform profile of the Z..ff 

Z.ff - 1 
T1k(r) 田 ne(r).

Zk(Zk目1)
(4-10) 

The ion particle flux fi is equated with the electron particle flux frαn the 

condition of ambipolar diffusion， 

fj(r) -f..(r)/Zゎ (4-11) 
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As is ignored the anomalous convective flow, the particle transport can 
be characterized by the anomalous diffusion coefficient, 

DA(r) - -rVvjw. (4-12) 

Figure 10-(a) shows profiles of the electron density( solid 1 ine ), the ion 
density( dotted line ) and the fast ion density (dashed line). The anoma
lous diffusion coefficient is shown in Fig.10-(b) for a neutral beam heated 
plasES, compared with the INTOR type scaling of DA(r)=lxl019/tw(r)(m2/s). 

4.3 Ion Energy Balance 

The steady state equation has been used in the transport analysis for 
the ion energy balance 

-TjfirqO+Qei+Pmi-Pcx+Pn-O (4-13) 

where qi is the ion heat flux 

cji - -niXi^-+friH (4-14) 

with the ion heat diffusivity, 

* - CW 0?, (4-15) 

where jfl is the neoclassical ion heat diffusivity by Chang and Hinton mul
tiplied by Zeff and Cx is an arbitrary multiplier varied so that the central 
ion temperature agrees with the experimental value. The Qei is given as the 
classical electron-ion energy equipartition term, 

Qei - |n e-^P (4-16) 
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As is ignored the an叩 alousconvective flow. the particle transport can 

be characterized by the an叩lalousdiffusion coefficient. 

DA(r) ・一九/VTIe・ (4ー12)

Figure 10一(a)shows profiles of the el民 trondensity( solid line ). the ion 

de田 ity(dotted line ) and the fast ion density (dash剖 line). The叩 α随一

lous diffusion coefficient is shown in Fig.l0-(b) for a neutral be棚上回ted

pl品 m.a， Cαnpared with the INTOR type s伺 lingof DA(r)=lxtoI9
刈，，(r)(m2/s). 

4.3 IOD Energy Balance 

The steady state equation has加 en凶 edin the transport叩 alysisfor 

the ion energy balance 

-4会(叫i)+Q.i+PNBi -Pc.川川 (4-13) 

where qi is the ion heat flux 

dTi ，5 
qi --niχa百F+ETFi (4-14) 

with the ion heat diffusivity. 

χ -CxXC~. (4-15) 

where χ吋isthe neoclassical ion heat diffusivity by Cαha町a釘r暗 andHi叫 o叩nmul-

tiplied b句yZ，匂e吋If剖 dCιXi担sa叩narbitrary multiplier v四ar叫ie剖ds卸ot凶ha抗tthe central 

:.on t 創創側np開er悶.司at凶ur陀ea唱gr問ee句sw叫it凶hthe experimental value. The Q.i is given as the 

classical electron-ion energy equipartition term. 

I"t _ 3_ (T.-Ti) 
時間 - 2 ft• τ問

(4-16) 
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where req is the electron-ion equipartition time including the effect of 
impurity collisions, 

3mi(47reo)27l / 2 

7Z 

in which the summation is taken over all ion species except fast ions and A, 
is a mass ratio of j-specie ion. The neutral beam heating power absorbed 
into the ions, PuBi is determined by the OFMC code. The charge-exchange 
loss term, Pa due to thermalized ions, is defined as 

Pa -§(Ti-To)nino«™>cx. (4-18) 

The power gain and loss related with neutral particles by ionization and 
recombination is 

Pn - ^TonoTte<av>ioniz-^Tinine<ov>Tec.mb. (4-19) 

With assumed ion heat diffusivity, the equation of (4-13) is solved to 
evaluate the ion temperature. Figure 11 shows integrated ion power flow 
profiles and both profiles of used ion heat diffusivity coefficient in a 
solid line and the one reversely deduced from the eq.(4-13) in a dotted 
line. 

4.4 Electron Energy Balance 

In the last stage of transport analysis procedure, the electron energy 
balance equation is solved to decide the electron heat diffusivity 
coefficient. The time-independent electron energy equation is 

-^(rqel-Qei+Pj+Pm-Pft - 0 (4-20) 
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where Teq is the electron-ion equipartition time including the effect of 

impurity collisions. 

Teq・
anj (釘EO)2T~/2

同'e4写(呼l…
(4-17) 

in which the summatiop is taken over all ion s酔 ciesexcept fast io閑却dA; 

is a mass ratio of j-s開 cieion. The neutral be.訓 heatingpower a凶 or加d

into the ions. PN8i is determined by the便配 code. The charge-exchange 

l個 sterm. Pcx due to thermalized ions， is defined出

h 毛(Ti-TI山 no<砂 (4-18) 

百lepower gain and loss related with neutral particles by ionization and 

rec叩 binationis 

凡・ 3Tono偽 〈 砂ioni2:-きTmine<aV>rec曲 (4-19) 

With assumed ion heat diffusivity. the equation of (4-13) is solved to 

evaluate the ion temperature. Figure 11 shows integrated ion power flow 

profiles and both profiles of used ion heat diffusivity coefficient in a 

solid line and the one reversely deduced fr叩 theeq.(4-13) in a dotted 

line. 

4.4 回目tronEnergy Balance 

In the last stage of transport analysis procedure. the electron energy 

balance equation is solved to decide the electron heat diffusivity 

C回 fficient. The time-independent electron energy equation is 

-4会(rqe)-Qei+P.川 'N8e-PRーo (4一回)
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where qe is the electron heat flux 

q e - -rieXe|p+§rere, (4-21) 

with the electron heat diffusivity coefficient Xe- The Pj is the ohmic heat
ing power density given by 

Pj - mil (4-22) 

where rj, and j z are obtained as described in the section 4.1. The PnBe is 
the neutral beam heating power density absorbed into the electron calculated 
by the OFMC code. The PR is decided by the sum of the ionization loss and 
the diagnostic radiative power loss P r, from which the charge exchange loss 
should be subtracted, 

PR - Pr ~ Pcx+ ^Teneno<av>i0niz. (4-23) 

Integrating eq. (4-20), the electron heat diffusivity coefficient Xe 
is determined consistently with the available data, 

frere + ^f (Qei+Ps-P]-Pm)rdr 
Xe(r) - - & w . (4-24) 

Figure 12 shows the profile of the electron heat diffusivity coefficient 
( solid line ), comparing with the INTOR type scaling of %e-5xl0,9/rw 
( dotted line ) and integrated electron power flow profiles. 

5, DARTS/RAC : Data bank/Regression Analysis Code 

The transport analysis results are provided to a data bank of DARTS2^ 
that manages data of diagnosisses, operations and magnetic analysis results 
at a fixed time in a discharge. Since the DARTS includes a large amount of 
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where qe is the electron heat flux 

dTp . 5 
qe - -lleXe ';:: +*Tefe. e dr-c2 (4-21) 

with the electron heat diffusivity coefficient Xe. The PJ is the ohmic heat-

ing power density given by 

PJ -ηd (4-22) 

where 恥釦djz are obtained as described in the section 4.1. The P~e is 

the neutral be叩 h田 tingpower density absorbed into the electron calculated 

by the聞配 code. The PR is decided by the sum of the ionization loss and 

the diagn出 ticradiative power 1叩 SPr. fr叩 whichthe charge exchange loss 

should be subtracted. 

h-Pr-Pcx+2Lb町 <0向。niz (4-23) 

Integrating eq. (4-20). the electron h回 tdiffusivity coefficient Xe 

is determined CQ悶 istentlywith the available data， 

主Tere++f(Gt+PR-PJ-PIiBe)ぱr
Xe(r) 圃】 山 富市 (4-剖)

1le dr 

Figure 12 shows the profile of the electron h白 tdiffusivity c回 fficient

( solid line )， comparing with the INTOR type scaling of Xe・5x1019/1le

( dott剖 line) and int喝 ratedelectron凹 werflow profiles. 

5. DARTSjRAC Data bankjRegression Analysis白 de

The transport analysis results are provided to a data bank of DARTsf~) 

that manages data of diagnosisses， operatio田 andmagnetic analysis results 

at a fixed time in a discharge. Since the DARTS includes a large amount of 
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data on JT-60 experiments up to now, we can easily produce any data base 
related to special plasma characteristics. 

The data are investigated by using a code of RAC in order to find an 
over view of important consideration on the confinement. The RAC makes a 
non-linear regressive analysis between prominent data, in addition to the 
correlation among those. Figure 13 2 5 ) shows the regressive fitting on the 
plasma stored energy of JT-60 ohmic plasmas. The view of correlation 
between the plasma stored energy, the plasma current and the line averaged 
electron density is a.lso presented. The details of the DARTS and the RAC 
will be described in elsewhere. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

The transport analysis code is very useful to infer an unknown quantity 
in a tokamak plasma, that is not yet determined by the diagnostic 
measurements, in addition to compare some theoretical works with the experi
mental transport coefficients, and to establish the confinement scaling for 
future tokamaks. 

The tokamak experiment is now located at a new step that the break even 
condition would be attained by three large tokamaks of JT-60, TFTR and JET. 
In those large tokamaks, however, some experimental results which are diffe
rent from ones found in medium or small tokamaks have been pointed out. 
This section will review such different points and the principle problems 
which remain to be solved. 

The trapped electron plays an important role on the efficiency of the 
current drive through the plasma resistivity. Although the neoclassical 
resistivity with the trapped electron correction factor has been reported to 
explicate with experimental results of the current density profile, the 
safety factor and the surface voltage, the neoclassical resistive Zeff in 
the JT-60 Z 3 ) shows that the trapped electron correction factor should be 
reduced or suppressed, and the Zejf value from the visible bremsstrahlung in 
the TFTR 2 6 1 lies between the neoclassical and Spitzer Ze//'s. It is very 
important to directly measure the current profile, since the analysis 
results of the resistive Zeff is very sensitive to the boundary electron 
temperature. 

An anomalous inward flux of a form of -a^D/ir/a2 ̂  is introduced so 
that the electron density profiles have a nearly parabolic or Gaussian shape 
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in the inner region of the plasma column. In the JT-60, the flat density 
profiles with ne(0)/<ne>-l.l~1.2 are realized for middle- and high-density 
discharges, though peaked profiles like a parabolic shape are seen in lim-
iter discharges at the low density. Without introducing the anomalous 
inward flux, the characteristics of the density profiles are satisfactory 
simulated by the difference in the neutral energy. Therefore, the anomalous 
inward flux is excluded from the particle transport analysis. 

The particle confinement time is very important to estimate the parti
cle flux and easily evaluated by the Ha measurements. However because of 
the large radial, poloidal and toroidal variations in the Ha intensities, 
the accurate estimation is very difficult. On the JT-60 divertor 
discharges, the particle confinement time has been well studied28* due to 
the good homogeneity of the toroidal variations. The eveJuated time is only 
30ms for the NB heated plasmas, that causes a large amount of the charge 
exchange loss and makes it very difficult to clarify the insight of the 
energy balance on beam heated plasmas. 

The ion temperature of the ohmically heated plasmas in the large toka-
maks is very close to and strongly coupled with the electron temperature, 
because the energy confinement time is greater than the energy equipartition 
time between electrons and ions. Then, the energy equipartition is so 
strong that the usual procedure way to decide the enhancement factor to the 
neoclassical ion heat difjfusivity coefficient is not appropriate to the 
plasmas with small differences in temperature between electrons and ions ; 
the required enhancement factor would be 50~100 to produce the ion tempera
ture difference of 50eV in an ohmically heated, high density plasma. Even 
in beam heateu plasmas, the terms of aquipartition and convection are promi
nent in the ion energy balance. As evaluating the empirical ion heat diffu-
sivity coefficient, we should pay close attention to the uncertainty in both 
the measurements and the numerical calculation, since the conduction term is 
only a small fraction of the ion energy balance. 
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Table 1 Plasma parameters 

major radius Wt = 3.04 m ( l imi te r ) 
3.15 ra (diver tor) 

minor radius a = 0.93 m ( l imi te r ) 
0.83 m (diver tor ) 

toiv-i.^di f i e l d Bt 4 .5 T a t R = 3.04 ra 

plasma temperature r.(vo = Te0d- (* -^) / l / ' 0 ) 
V«o: i> a t plasma center 

TiW = T.W 

TeO = 1.0 x 10 4 eV 

plasma densi ty Tie WO = n eo(l-((T/'o-V')/^) 2) 

HeO = 0.1 to 1.1 x 10 2 0 m"3 

safe ty fac tor q a 2 . 5 

plasma ion species i f 

e f fec t ive Z Zeff = 1.0 (uniform) 

1 

Table 2 Parameters of neutal beams in JT-60 

beam energy E = 75 fceV 

beam power P = 20 MM 

power r a t i o of neut ra l 
beam components 

ft •• ft/2 * ft/3 
= 0.8 : 0.126 : 0.074 

e f fec t ive in jec t ion 
angle 

Sinj about +70 deg. 
+110 deg. 

(CO) 
(counter) 

in jec t ion scheme Pco • "counter = 1 * 1 

beam p a r t i c l e species H° 
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Table 1 Plasma parameters 

major radius Rt 3.04 m (limiter) 
3.15 m (divertor) 

minor radius α 0.93 m (limiter) 
o.田 町 (divertor)

tOivム一.ufield Bt 4.5 T at R = 3.04 m 

plasma ternperature Te(ψTeQ(1べ拘』ψ)/ψ0)
拘:ψatplasma center 

Ti(ψ) = Te(ψ) 

Te{) 1.0 X 104 eV 

plasma density ne(ψ) = 旬以1-((山一ゆ)/拘)2)

11eO 0.1 to 1. 1 x 1020 m-3 

safety factor qa 2.5 

pl錨 maion species r 

effective Z Zeff 1.0 (uniform) 

Table 2 Parameters of neutal beams in JTイヨD

be胡 energy E 75 keV 

beam power 

power ratio of neutral 
be訓 C叩 ponents

ぱ、fectiveinjection 
佃 gle

injection sch開 e

P 20MW 

PF，:町/2 町/3
= 0.8 : 0.126 : 0.074 

Binj about +70 deg. (co) 
十110deg. (counter) 

Pco p， 回 unter

民訓 particlespecies ~ 
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Analysis Procedure 

Fig.l Rough sketch of the confinement analysis procedures. The plasma 
boundary is identified with FBI code. The internal flux surface is 
calculated with the numerical equilibrium code SELENE in which inner 
and outer plasma surfaces are matched to the FBI results. The radial 
profile of the diagnostics data such as Te n* and PT are obtained by 
the least square fitting to the measurement as a function of the flux 
surface label. The particle and power deposition profiles of the 
injected neutral beam are calculated with the orbit following 
monte-carlo code. The transport coefficients such as %e, %i and D 
are obtained in 1-D radial transport analysis code SCOOP. Power 
balance of electron and ion, global parameters such as TE, WS are 
also obtained in SCOOP. The analyzed data are stored in the confine
ment data bank. 
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Analysis Procedure 
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Fig.l Rough sketch of the confinement analysis pr∞edures. The plasma 

boundary is identified with FBI code. The internal flux surface is 

calculated with the numerical equilibrium code SELENE in which inner 

卸 douter plasma surfac回 arematched to the FBI r回 ults. The radial 

profile of the diagnostics data such as Te n. and Pr are obtained by 

the least square fitting to the measur倒 lentas a function of the flux 

surface label. 百leparticle and power deposition profiles of the 

injected neutral beam are calculated with the orbit following 

monte-carlo code. The transport coefficients such as Xe， Xi and D 

are obtained in l-D radial transport叩 alysiscode詑 αF. Power 

balance of electron and ion， global parameters such as T~ ， WS are 

also obtained in SCαyηle analyzed data are stored in the confine-

ment data bank. 
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2 Typical equilibrium configuration and the diagnostics available for 
the confinement analysis in JT-60. Four channel interferometers are 
looking vertically (1) and 3 channel Ha detectors are used for T P 

measurement(2). The central ion temperature is measured by the 
crystal spectrometer, rutherford scattering of adtive He beam and 
charge exchange spectrum analyzer (3). Faraday rotation angle is 
also measured (4). A set of bolometer array is used for the radia
tion profile measurement. 
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3.5 4.0 5.0 

Fig.2 Typical equilibrium configuration and the diagnostics available for 

the confinement analysis in JT-60. Four channel interfer叩 letersare 

i∞king verti白 lly(1)剖d3 channel 仇 detectorsare used for 'p 
measurement(2). The central ion temperature is me回 uredby the 

crystal spectr咽 eter.rutherfordscattering of adtive He beam and 

charge exchange spectrum叩 alyzer(3). Faraday rotation也tgleis 

also measured (4). A set of bolometer array is四 edfor the radia-

tion profile measurement. 
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3 Typical temperature and density profiles during the ohmic and neutral 
beam heating. The broken lines are T, and TU profiles measured by 
the Thomson scattering. The solid lines are density profile obtained 
by the 4 channel interferometers. 
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Fig.4 Typical output of LOOK code. Flux surface contour, magnetics 
parameters, profile parameters, discharge wave forms and Te> n* and 
PT are given as an output. 
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Fig.5 Schema for conversion of velocity change due to Coulomb collisions. 
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Fig.6 Average density dependence of shine through, axi-axi-symmetric orbit 
loss, charge exchange loss and dummy energy for JT-60. 
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7 Birth profiles of fast ions, (a) for target plasma in limiter confi
guration with low 0P and (b) for the one in divertor configuration 
with high 0 P. 
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configuration with high (5P. 
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Fig.9 Structure of transport analysis code of SCXXP. 
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Fig.10 (a) Profiles of electron density (solid line), ion density (dotted 
line) and fast ion density (dashed line). 
(b) The profile of anomalous diffusion coefficient deduced from diag
nostic electron density profile, particle source of injected NB and 
background ion particle source. The solid line indicates the profile 
of anomalous diffusion coefficient, compared with the INTOR type 
scaling of D/t-lxlOl9/>w(r) shown in a dotted line. 
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Fig.10 (a) Profiles of electron density (solid line). ion density (dotted 

line)叩 dfast ion density (dashed line). 

(b) The profile of anomalous diffusion coefficient deduced fr咽 diag-

nostic electron density profile. particle source of injected NB and 

background ion問 rticlesource. The solid line indicates the profile 

of an叩 alousdiffusion coefficient. compared with the INTOR ty問

scaling of DA・1xl019
/1le(r) shown in a dotted line. 
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Fig.11 (a) The profile of volume integrated ion power flow versus a radius: 
QICND ; ion conduction loss, 
QICNV ; ion convection loss, 
QINBI ; NB power deposited into ions, 
QICX ", charge exchange loss, 
QIEQ ; energy equipartition term between ions and electrons, 
QIIQ ; energy equipartition term between ions and impurity 
ions, 
QIRF ; RF power deposited into ions, 

(b) Comparing between assumed ion heat diffusivity ( solid line ) and 
the one ( dotted line ) reversely deduced from the ion energy balance 
equation. 
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Fig.l1 (a)百leprofi1e of vo1ume integrated ion power f10w versus a radius: 

QIαo ion conduction 1恒 s，

QI叩 V • ion convection 10ss， 

QINBI NB power de開 sitedinto io出，

QICX charge exchange 10ss， 

QI回 energyequipartition term between io回 ande1ectrons， 

QIIQ energy equipartition term between ions and impurity 

lons. 
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(b) Cαnparing between assumed ion heat diffusivity ( solid line )佃d

the one ( dotted 1ine ) reverse1y deduced fr叩 theion energy ba1ance 

equation. 
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Fig.12 (a) The profile of volume integrated electron power flow versus a 
radius: 

QEH4D ; electron conduction loss, 
QECNV ; electron convection loss, 
QJOUL ', Joule input power, 
QEMBI ", NB power deposited into electrons, 
QERAD ; radiation loss, 
QIBQ ; energy equipartition term between ions and electrons, 
QERF ; RF power deposited into electrons, 

(b) The profile of anomalous electron heat diffusivity ( solid line ) 
from deduced diagnostic profiles of electron temperature, density and 
radiation loss, and calculated results on power balance and NB 
heating. The INTOR type scaling of Xi-5xl019/n« is also presented in 
a dotted line. 
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Fig.12 (a) The profile of volume integrated electron開問rflow versus a 

radius: 

QDCND e1ectron conduction 10ss， 

Q区別V e1ectron convection 10ss， 

QJα]L Jou1e input power， 

q到B1 NB power deposited into e1ectrons， 

QEPAD radiation 105S， 

QI四， e.iler官 equipartitionterm between io回 andelectrons， 

噂町 ;陪 powerde開 sitedinto e1ectrons. 

(b) The profile of anomalous electron heat diffusivity ( solid line ) 

from deduced diagnostic profi1es of e1ectron temperature， density and 

radiation 10s5， and ca1cu1ated resu1ts on power ba1ance and NB 

heating. The 1NTOR type scaling ofχi-5x1019
/n.， is a1so presented in 

a dotted line. 
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Stored Energy Scaling (Ohmic Plasma) 
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Fig.13 (a) Plasma stored energy during ohmic heating as a function of the 
electron density and the plasma current, (b) Regression fit of the 
stored energy Ws during ohmic heating as a function of the line 
averaged electron density n e and the plasma current Ip. The experi
mental data are compared with the regression fit (I/ S

s c a l l n 9.) 
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Fig.13 (a) P11盟国 storedenergy during ohmic heating as a function of the 

electron density and the plasma current. (b) Regression fit of the 

stored energy Jys during ohmic heating as a function of the line 

averaged electron density n. and the plasma current Ip・ Theexperi-

mental data are compared with the regression fit (IYsscaLin9.) 
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